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Dance Club Try-Outs 
For Spring Dance Concert
Any students interested in joining 
Dance Club should plan to try out on 
Monday, March 10 at 4:00 p.m. in New 
Hampshire Hall. The recent dance de­
monstration at Murkland Auditorium 
included some dances in progress for 
the spring program. The dancers anti­
cipate an interesting and stimulating 
spring concert with many and varied 
approaches to modern dance.
Try-outs for male dancers will be 
held Monday evening, March 10, at 
7:00 p.m. in New Hampshire Hall 
Games Room. The Spring Dance Con­
cert will be held on April 25.
Student Union Holds Table 
Tennis Tournament Finals
The final matches of the Student 
Union Table Tennis Tournament will 
begin at seven thirty on the tenth of 
March. They will be held in the Straf­
ford Ballroom of the Memorial Union. 
The six finalists will play off in a 
double round-robin for the Memorial 
Union men’s singles Table Tennis T ro­
phy. The top players of this tourna­
ment will be entitled to represent the 
University of New Hampshire in the 
intercollegiate matches:
The play-off is open to the public, 
admission free.
Rustin Lectures On 
Racial Segregation
Bayard Rustin, a Quaker authority 
on- the use of non-violent techniques 
in human relations, will be on campus 
from March 19 through 21 to lecture 
classes and student organization-spon­
sored meetings on the major areas of 
national and international conflict.
Rustin, having intimate experience 
in the field of racial strife and, as a 
Negro, dedicated to inter-racial har­
mony, will tell how the forces of dis­
crimination can be met and overcome. 
In 1948 he received the Jefferson 
Award from the Council Against Into­
lerance in America as “one of the 
Americans who has done most in re­
cent past to better relations between 
colored and white citizens”. He has 
also been associated with Dr. Martin 
Luther King, leader of the Alabama 
bus boycott.
His trips abroad for conferences with 
leaders in Europe and Asia qualify him 
to speak authoritatively on pressing 
world issues. In, 1952, he traveled in 
Europe, the Gold Coast, Nigeria, and 
French W est Africa, spending time 
with Kwame Nkrumah, now prime 
minister of Ghana and with Nnamdi 
Asikiwe, the leader of the largest poli­
tical party in Nigeria and the Came- 
roons.
Town and Faculty Aids 
Red Cross Blood Bank
The Red Cross Blood Bank to be 
held in the Commons Trophy room will 
be staffed by volunteers from town 
and faculty. All sororities are assisting 
in canteen services and the girls’ dor­
mitories are working in the donor 
room. IFC through Wayne Sinclair, 
IDC through Roger Doyan, W ID C 
through Roberta Hatch and Pan Hel­
lenic through Bunny Jackson are co­
operating to receive enough donors to 
make the drawing a success.
Official Notices
A ll s tudents a re  responsib le for knowledge
of notices appearing  here.
Seniors and Graduate Students. Dur­
ing the week of March 10, a tentative 
list of students who expect to complete 
their requirements for graduation in 
June 1958 will be posted in the Univer­
sity buildings. Will all prospective gra­
duates please check this list and report 
any errors or omissions immediately to 
Mrs. Hauswald in the Recorder’s Of­
fice,, 102 Thompson Hall.
The Bookstore wishes to notify stu­
dents and faculty that the “Second- 
Hand” Book Man will be on campus 
March 13, 14, and 15 (Thursday, F ri­
day, and Saturday morning).
Springfield Exhibition Team 
Program Is Cancelled
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On Tuesday and Wednesday 
March 11-12, from 2-5 p.m.
S.U. and W.R.A.
Ticket Holders Will Receive Refunds In The 
Memorial Union Building Main Lobby
Annual Close Harmony 
To Feature Seven 
New England Colleges
Senior Key will present the composed of ten students from their efforts to entertaining- at 
fourth annual inter-collegiate the Glee Club, was organized in army camps and hospitals.
Close H arm ony tom orrow night, 1948 as a barbershop group. A t T  Dissipated E ight from 
March 7th in Ne.w Ham pshire the present, however, the Injun- M iddlebury College originated in 
Hall. Seven New England col aires have a more versatile and Alpha Sigma  ̂ Psi F ratern ity
leg a te  groups are participating modern program  consisting of P 01' 36' , ! 1 " T -  mcludes stude" ts ,i • 1 ^ 1  'tm t\  i 1 i* . 1 irom tne entire C c t m p u s .  xiristins year and they are : The D art- such songs as Standing on the has ,md ienFce in tele.
mouth Injunaires, ih e  Simmons Corner , from the Broadway vjsjon< appear frequently at New
Bluettes, The D unster Dunces show Most H appy Fella plus England colleges, and have sung
(H arvard), and The M .I.T. Loga- the well-known “Mood Indigo”, in the Boston Symphony Hall.
rhythm s plus the T rin ity  Pipes, A popular northeastern college T ickets can be purchased at the
The Dissipated E ight (M iddle- group, the Simmons College Blu- W ildcat and the Bookstore and
bury), and The W heaton W hims, ettes was formed during W orld will also be on sale at the door
The D artm outh Injunaires, W ar II  when they contributed the night of the performance.
Interview Finds Sinnott 
Pleased With Situation
By D AVE SNOW
Dr. Edmund E. Sinnott, the Universi­
ty’s first Lecturer in Residence, greeted 
a  reporter from the New Hampshire 
with .his quick smile that periodically 
dotted the entire interview. He com­
mented on the New Hampshire weather 
and scenery, especially favoring the lat­
ter. He and his wife like living in the 
old Frost-Sawyer Homestead, on the 
Oyster River. He has already acquainted 
himself with the local history, finding it 
very interesting. A querie from a suffer­
ing reporter about a cure for the com­
mon cold brought an indulgent smile to 
his face. Although he admitted that he 
had his own preventive remedy that 
worked pretty well for his own family 
he said that it probably wouldn’t work as 
well for others.
Since Dr. Sinnott retired, a year ago, 
he said he has never been so busy. He 
has been on speaking dates around the 
country, has been teaching and writing.
Last semester he taught a course in 
Plant Genetics, at Yale University, and 
did research in the same field. Here, he 
is teaching a course in Plant Morpho­
genesis and fioWing a bi-weekly seminar. 
In addition he holds an open discussion 
in the Memorial Union every Thursday 
night. He will, upon request, speak to 
campus organizations, and may be heard 
this Thursday at convocation.
Recently he completed his latest book, 
“Matter, Mind and Man”, (now on the 
market) and he is currently revising his 
text. This will be the sixth time the 
text, “Botany Principles and Problems”, 
has been revised in its thirty five years of 
use. He admitted that it was quite a job 
to keep up with the times, the book 
needing constant revision, but added 
laughingly that it put his children 
through college.
Dr. Sinnott is being sponsored here 
by the Alumni Association, and is full 
of praise for what he calls their “for­
ward looking” attitude. He feels that the 
Association is wise in spending a por­
tion of its money on programs of this 
kind, rather than using the entire fund 
solely for athletics.
Pleased with the opportunity to be 
here, Dr. Sinnott said that the idea of 
(continued on page 8)
‘ROLL ’EM !’ . . . Dartmouth College’s Injunaires await cue to sing during filming of one of 
their specialities, “Standing on the Corner Watching All the Girls Go By.” The Injunaires, a 
10-voice group composed of members of the Glee Club will appear in Durham on Friday, March 
7. From left to right they are: Dick Watson, Wethersfield, Conn.; Ray Dilworth, Pittsburgh, 
Pa.; Jack Keigley, Grand Junction, Colo.; (on ladder) Hew Baldwin, Westbury, N. Y.; Chuck 
Darrow, Solvay, N. Y.; Bob W eston, Washington, D. C. (by m ailbox); Greg Holthusen, Stevens 
Point, W is.; Phil Stoddard, Batavia, N. Y.; A1 Danson, Larchmont, N. Y., and A1 Glick, New  
Rochelle, N. Y.
A trip to W ashington D. C. which 
included an interview with Senator 
Bridges was enjoyed by twelve Air 
Force ROTC cadets from this Univer­
sity on Feb. 26. Arrangements for the 
flying trip were set up by Colonel 
James H. Starbuck, Professor of Air 
Science with Grenier Field, as part of 
a troop movement training exercise.
The cadets, who are members of the 
Saber Flight Drill Team, were impress­
ed by the royal treatment provided by 
the Air Force. They were amazed not 
only by the split second operational 
movements of the aircraft but also by 
the timing of transportation which met 
the airplane at Bolling Field and whis­
ked tnem into the Capital.
Four hours were allotted for sight 
seeing. The first stop by the group was 
at the Office of Senator Bridges who 
provided a cordial reception to the 
New Hampshire men. The senior Sen­
ator was part of a group picture taken 
by the Air Force to commemorate the 
event. Some members of the State 
American Legion who were present 
also greeted the party and provided a
military flavor by reviewing current le­
gislation concerning the services.
A tour of the Senate and senate of­
fice building including: a Senate ses­
sion, the W ashington Monument, Capi­
tol Building, W hite House, Smithson­
ian Institute, Mount Vernon, National 
Gallery of Art, and the Arlington Cem- 
etary. ,
The trip, which under normal cir­
cumstances would have required a 
week, was begun at 9 a.m. and ended 
at 8:30 p.m. Included in the student 
party were: James Allen, Newmarket; 
Dwight Baker, Bethany, Connecticut; 
Charles Neos, Manchester; Richard 
Coleman, Penacook; Curtis Dunham, j  
Manchester; David Daniels, Andover, i 
Massachusetts; James Highet, L aco-1 
nia; Paul Richardson, Somersworth; 
William Joziatis, Hudson, New York; 
Robert O’Connell, Newcastle; Oliver 
Northcott, Concord; and Joseph Phe­
lan, Hudson. Members of Detachment 
No. 475 who supervised and accom­
panied the group were Captain Albert 
J. Britton, Technical Sergeant James 
A. Nash and Staff Sergean Richard J. 
Phillipo.
Future Airmen Visit Senator . . .
Twelve ROTC Cadets 
Interview Bridges On 
Trip To Washington
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Religious News
Mixed-Marriages Chosen 
As Topic Of Lecture
Canterbury Club
Sunday, March 9, Father O ’Connor 
will explain Roman Catholic views on 
mixed marriages. This will take place 
at 7:00 p.m. in St. George’s Church. 
All are invited to attend. Monday, 
March 10, there will 'be a special study 
group in “ Christian Arguments”. W ed­
nesday, March 12, the book study 
group will meet in the Rectory. 
Christian Association
Dr. Paul Deats, School of Theology, 
Boston University, will speak on Sun-




OUR BUSINESS IS 
TO IMPROVE YOUR APPEARANCE
day, March 9th. His topic will be 
“Tranquilized Christians”. There will 
be a dinner at 5:30 before this meeting. 
Thursday, March 7th will be the last 
chance to register for the course on 
“Our Christian Faith”, which is taught 
by Dr. James Miller of Bates College. 
The cost per semester is $3.00. This is 
held in Murkland 8.
Hillel
Thursday, March 6, Hillel will con­
tinue its series of discussions on Prob­
lems of Ethical Choice. This will be in 
the Hillel Office at 7 :00 p.m.
Newman Club
The March 6th meeting will begin 
at 6:45 p.m. in the St. Thomas More 
Hall. The highlight of the meeting will 
be, in keeping with the season of Lent, 
the showing of a religious film. All 
are invited to attend.
BUCKY’S
The Place to Enjoy 
Good Company
1 SCHOOL ST. DOVER, N. H.
Carberry Shoe Store
A  good place to buy shoes for the entire 
family for every occasion
UPPER SQ U ARE, D O V ER
W e Give S&H  Stamps
CO -ED  
C LEA N ER S
and
Shirt Service
M O N DA Y  THROUGH THURSDAY
L A U N D E R M A T
43 M a in  St. Durham, N. H.
Going, Going, Gone
Pinned
Art McKee, Acacia to Gretchen 
Greenleaf, Dover; Howie Hall, ATO 
to Marcia Dustin, Theta U; Joe Shil- 
lady, Lambda Chi to Sheila Fleming, 
Keene; Snuffy Smith, T K E  to Carol 
Calkowski, Lawrence, Mass.; Larry 
Cyr, Theta Kap to Pris Valencourt, 
Fitchburg, Mass.; W alt Jackson, Phi 
Mu Delta, to Sandy Sparks, Peabody, 
Mass.; Norm Gagne, Sigma Beta to 
Jackie Pixier, Manchester; Betty Anne 
Jorgensen, Alpha Xi Delta to John 
Schermerhorne, PiKA; Nancy Fitch, 
KD to Dave Fox, Phi DU.
Engaged
Jan Walker, Alpha Chi to  Bob 
Church, Harvard Grad School; Jim 
Ballou, Lambda Chi to Julia Kiskionis, 
Keene; Carol Cutting, Chi O to Dick 
Smith, ATO ’56; Helen Huntley, South 
Congreve to  Ronald Ford, East Hall. 
Married
Virginia Merriam, Smith, to Law­
rence Eaton, commuter.
IFC Elects Officers
As a result of the elections held at 
the Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC) 
meeting of Feb. 24, the following officers 
were chosen: Donald L’Esperance, presi­
dent; Jerome Culver, vice-president; 
William La vine, secretary; James Photo- 
poulos, treasurer.
These officers will be formally installed 
in their news posts at the IFC Banquet 







His Excellency, Bishop John J. Wright, 
D.D., of Worcester, will be the honored 
guest at a public lecture at the Universi­
ty on Thursday, March 13. Bishop 
Wright will speak at 7 :30 p.m. in the 
Strafford Room, Memorial Union Build- 
ing.
The Bishop received his A.B. from 
Boston College and St. John’s Seminary. 
In 1935 Bishop Wright was ordained and 
in 1938 received his Doctorate of Sacred 
Theology from the Gregorian University 
in Rome, Italy. After being ordained, 
the Bishop remained in the Vatican City 
for three years of advanced study, 
specializing in international relations. 
Bishop Wright was present at the funer­
al of Pope Pius XI and at the election 
of Pius XII.
Before being (installed as the first Bis­
hop of Worcester in 1950, Most Rever­
end Wright was Secretary to the Arch­
bishop of Boston, Papal Chamberlain, 
Domestic Prelate, and Auxiliary Bishop 
of Boston. He has written several works 
on Catholic social teaching, including The 
Pope and The War, and National Pa­
triotism in Papal Teachings. From 1934 
to 1944 Bishop Wright was Professor of 
Philosophy at Sit. John’s Seminary in 
Boston.
This will be Bishop W right’s third ap-
The Prompt Box
R. P. Johnson Co.
Opposite Post Office
Merchandise From 
5c -  $5.00
Fountain Lunch Service
Light info that
Only L*M gives you 
this filter fact—  
the patent number 
on every pack- 
...your guarantee of 




LIGGETT ft M YERS TOBACCO CO.
Free up...freshen up your taste!
Put yourself behind the pleasure end of an L&M. Get the flavor, the 
full rich taste of the Southland’s finest cigarette tobaccos. The patented 
Miracle Tip is pure white inside, pure white outside, as a filter
should be for cleaner, better smoking. ©1958 L ig g e tt  &  M y e r s  T o b a c co  Co.
You'll be siftin' on top of the world when you change to IS
Discussion For 
Spring Show Now
Today, Thursday, March 6, there will 
be a meeting of the play reading com­
mittee with Mr. Batcheller in his T-Hall 
office at 4 p.m. to discuss the possible 
selections for the late spring show.
At the meeting of last week after the 
initiation of Kristen Olsen, Carol Zak, 
Jud Sanderson, Ronnie Brown and 
Frank Scarito, volunteers were chosen to 
work on the High School Drama Festi­
val, sponsored by Mask and Dagger. The 
small schools division will be presented 
the afternoons and evenings of Friday 
and Saturday, March 14 and 15. Working 
lights, properties, stage managing and 
hosting will be the functions of these 
volunteers. If you would like to assist 
as a host or hostess for any portion of 
this time, contact “Batoh.” The large 
schools portion of the festival is sched­
uled for April 11 and 12. The public is 
welcome to atend. There is no admission 
charge.
Responses concerning the reinstatement 
of the Interhouse Play competition are 
still being waited for.
At the next meeting, Mardh 13, the 
senior members will propose a possible 
slate of officers for next year. Nomina­
tions from the floor will also be acknowl­
edged. The schedule for meetings for the 
remainder of the year are as follows : 
April 10, April 24, May 8 and May 22.
pearance on campus under the auspices 
of the Newman Club. Since his first lec­
ture in 1949, the annual address has been 
the highlighted guest lecture sponsored 
by the Newman Club. A vigorous and 
dynamic speaker, the Bishop is con­
sidered “one of the greatest Catholic 
orators in the U. S. today.”
The lecture is open to the public, and 
a reception for the Bishop will immedi­
ately follow the talk. The program is 
under the chairmanship of Andy Buni. 
The committee is composed of Glair 
Bagley and John D’Angelo, reception; 
Pat Dick, invitation, and Ed Dougherty, 
publicity.
r O L O N I A I
^  Portsmouth GE 6-2605
Now! Ends Sat., March 8
DARBY'S RANGERS
James "M a v e r ic k " Garner
Plus!________ G U N S IG H T  R ID G E_____________
Sun. Mon. Tues. March 9, 10, 11
BITTER VICTORY
Curt Jurgens Richard Burton
Also!___________ HAPPY R O AD _______________
Starts Wed., March 12
A  FAREW ELL TO  A R M S
DURHAM 'S FINEST THEATRE
Thurs. Mar. 6
FIRE D O W N  BELOW *
Rita Hayworth 










Mitzi Gaynor Kay Kendall
Tues.-Wed. Mar. 11-12
ENEMY BELOW
Robert Michum Kurt Jurgens





KISS THEM FOR ME
Jayne Mansfield Cary Grant
plus
STOW AW AY GIRL
Sun.-Tues. Mar. 9-11
FORT DOBBS
Clint Walker Virginia M ayo
Wed.-Thurs. Mar. 12-13
A W A Y  ALL BOATS




S O N G  OF BERNADETTE
Jennifer Jones Vincent Price
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Each Piece By Brett 
A  Unique Experiment 11   ̂ I    : -■
In his Equipment for Living exhibition 
at the Hamilton Smith Gallery Wesley 
Brett, Director of the Experimental Arts 
Laboratory, has presented an exciting 
new approach to the problems of con­
temporary furniture-making and home 
decorating with the incorporation of new 
forms through old and new techniques. 
The show ran from February 10 through 
March 5 and was one of the most sue 
cessful to have been held.
Upholstery fabrics were created by 
Winifred Clark. Selections in the spirit 
of the show’s unity were chosen from 
the paintings of John Hatch and John 
Laurent and the ceramics of the Scheier’s. 
The Polynesian mat of beaten bark which 
hung over the hi-fi set was loaned by 
Arthur Koch.
In each piece is employed a new form 
or technique as part of the experimental 
procedure. The sofa pictured (see cut) 
is a combination of sitting and table 
space. The delicate looking structure is, 
in fact, very strong and would support 
an estimated 1000 pounds. This effect 
was mastered through a new use of ply­
wood, called in architecture the taut con­
struction, and stretch rather than the 
more conventional compression strength 
of the triangle. These have rendered the 
sofa both a charming grace and a com­
fort through a high spring _ capacity in 
the cushion rests which will probably 
never be exercised to its limit in normal 
use. The exterior of the sofa is formed 
of honduras mahogany and the cushions 
covered with a brilliant hand woven pea­
cock turquoise materials.
The cabinet pictured behind the sofa 
(see cut) is to house a radio and hi-fi 
set. It is designed for the corner of a 
room and creates a supple transition be­
tween the walls by the concave sweep 
of the front edge. The speaker floats on 
rubber foam within the left hand side 
of the cabinet, isolating it from the 
other on the right hand side.








Dover, N. H. 
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Thurs. —  One Week Mar. 9
AND GOD CREATED 
WOMEN
lem of separating the speaker and tuner 
as most modern homes cannot easily 
afford the space for the two separate 
units advocated by hi-fi enthusiasts.
Solving another complaint levied on 
commercial sets, that of the grill cloth 
absorbing too much sound, is the widely, 
strung speaker outlet of Mr. Brett’s 
console. It also functions as an intricate-j 
ly working part of the design. Strung I 
like a loom, the threads coverage and 
cross in a horizontal line fanning to the 
sculptured handle on the record storage 
door, Which, when opened, automatically: 
releases the top lid to the turntable. Mr. 
Brett feels that available commercial 
hardware for hinges is unsightly and 
cold, therefore has avoided using them 
by employing trackless, noiseless, slid­
ing doors and the automatic top.
The variety of woods for the console 
were Chosen in part for their value in 
symbolizing the wide varieties of people 
one brings into his home via his hi-fi 
set. Limba from Southwestern Africa, 
samba, the only true white mahogany, 
California clara walnut and koa from the 
Flawaiian Islands were selected by Mr. 
Brett.
Each piece in the show has as fascinat­
ing _ a story to tell; the exquisite violin 
chair, the wormy chestnut cabinet, the 
dining set which has become a basic part 
of the Brett household, to mention only 
a few.
In the designing processes Mr. Brett 
seeks to create not the stark appearance 
now prevalent in much modern furniture, 
which he feels is overly severe and 
cold, but a warm, tastefully homey feel­
ing. He aims at making furniture which
SEE YOU AT THE
LA CANTINA
Where Pizza is King 
SPAGHETTI AN D  RAVIOLI
The delicate looking sofa above, one of Mr. Brett’s experiments with ply­
wood, is in fact so strong that it can support as estimated 1000 pounds. The 
cabinet pictured behind the sofa is made out of a variety of woods and it 
houses a radio and hi-fi set.
State-Wide "Science Bee" 
Sponsored By Sigma Xi
“How does an airplane fly?” ; “What 
can one learn from fossils (non­
human) ?” — these are questions which 
New Hampshire eighth-graders may find 
facing them in*this months “Science Bee”.
The new version of the old-fashioned 
spelling bee is being sponsored statewide 
by the UNH chapter of Sigma Xi, na­
tional honorary scientific society, as a 
means of encouraging youngsters to take 
up science as a career.
Prof. George M. Haslerud, chairman 
of the sponsoring committee, states that 
203 individual schools and 85 percent of 
the state’s superintendents have been con­
tacted in the contest which potentially 
will involve more than 8,500 students.
The first competition is scheduled in 
the separate schools for the week of 
March 10. County contests and state 
finals will fallow these first eliminations.
Participants are given the opportunity 
to look up information in broad areas of 
study in advance of the competition. Con­
test questions will be specific references 
to the general areas.
Patronize Our Advertisers
would easily fit into many a New Eng­
land home.
He has some 130 more new designs 
which he would like to realize. The pro­
ject, made possible by a grant from the 
Central University Research Fund has
MEADER'S FLOWER SHOP
CORSAGES OUR SPECIALTY





enabled Mr. Brett to actualize some of 
his many fine ideas. It is hoped by many 
that similar opportunities will be made 
available to artisans throughout the 
world, as very few are able to personally 
finance more than a small fraction of 
their potential contributions.
W ANTED
Girls for Laundry Work 





DOVER'S D IAM O N D  DEALER 
Integrity and Columbia Diamonds 
ARTCARVED W EDD ING  BANDS 
TROPHIES AN D  ENGRAVING  
PENS -  PENCILS -  TYPEWRITERS 
LUGGAGE -  POCKETFLASKS
Complete Watch and Jewelry 
Repair Service
NEW Y0RY STREET 
WASHETTE INC
•  A  quick service laundry
•  Wash-fluff dry-fold
TRY US FOR REAL ECONO M Y
7 New York Street, Dover 
(turn right at 561 Central Ave.)
BETTER TH ING S FOR BETTER L IV IN G
. . . THRO UGH  CHEM ISTRY
LIBERAL EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PROGRAM AT DU PONT 
INCLUDES INSURANCE, SAVINGS AND STOCK PLANS
WHAT’S YOUR LINE? 
DU PONT NEEDS ALL 
KINDS OF ENGINEERS
DuPont has always needed chem­
ists and chemical engineers, and 
still does. But today, there’s critical 
need for engineers in almost every 
other field—civil, mechanical, elec­
trical, instrumental and industrial 
engineering, to name a few.
Expansion is the major reason. 
In  1957, for exam ple, sales at 
D u P o n t were nearly  two billion  
dollars. Four new plants were being 
built. New research programs were 
being launched. New products were 
m oving into the p roduction  and 
marketing stages. Engineers and 
scientists of all kinds work in 75 
D uPont plants and 98 laboratories 
in 26 states. All of this tends to 
broaden opportunities for the young 
scientist and engineer at DuPont.
If you’re interested in finding 
full scope for your ability, and this 
includes a great many special fields, 
D uPont offers you plenty of oppor­
tunity to move ahead.
SEND FOR INFORMATION BOOKLET 
ON JOB OPPORTUNITIES AT DU PONT
B ooklets on  jobs at D u P ont are yours 
for  the ask ing. Subjects covered in­
clu de: m echanical, civil, m etallurgical, 
chem ical, electrical, instrum entation  
and industrial engineers; atom ic en­
ergy, technical sales, business adm inis­
tr a tio n , r e sea r ch  a n d  d e v e lo p m e n t .  
Nam e the subject that interests you in  
a letter to D u P o n t, 2494-F  Nem ours 








When you join Du Pont as a 
scientist or engineer, you’re 
given an actual project assign­
ment almost at once and begin 
to learn your job by doing it. 
That’s the essence of our train­
ing philosophy at Du Pont.
Our objective is to give you 
responsibility at the outset and 
qualify you quickly for more, 
because the more we grow, the 
more we need trained leaders.
Although there is no one 
training program at Du Pont 
(each o f our m any depart­
ments runs its own), all have 
several basic features in com­
mon. A ll are personalized— 
tailored to the new m ans back­
ground and interests. All in­
volve close supervision on an 
in form al, day-to-day basis. 
And all permit periodic evalu­
ation of the new man.
This flexible system helps 
the new man to move ahead 
according to his abilities. He 
gets to know Du Pont and his 
job quickly. He gets a head- 
start on future responsibility.
You probably have questions 
about this program and how 
you’d fit into it. Vll be glad to 
try to answer them when I visit 
your campus. Why not sign 
up for a Du Pont interview at 
your placement office now?
I____ ---------1
Means More Security, 
Greater Real Income 
To Young Graduates
Du Pont believes that the employee 
builds his own job security by the 
way he does his work, by his contri­
butions to the progress of the Com­
pany and by his readiness to accept 
responsibility.
But Du Pont meets the employee 
more than halfway with a program 
of benefits designed to help him as 
he advances.
Your employee benefits go to work 
the day you join the Company. They 
grow and build equity for you as the 
years go by. Vacations, life insurance, 
group hospital and surgical coverage, 
accident and health insurance, pen­
sion and bonus plans are all part of 
the program.
Let’s look at a special example, the 
Thrift Plan. You become eligible for 
it after one year with the Company. 
For each dollar you invest in U. S. 
Savings Bonds, the Company contrib­
utes twenty-five cents toward the pur­
chase of Du Pont common stock in 
your name. Roughly 65 per cent of 
the Company’s 90,000 employees are 
now participating in the plan.
When you’re deciding on a career, 
security is only one consideration. 
But it’s an important one to you and 
your family. At Du Pont, security is 
a bright part of the future awaiting 
the college graduate.
More than 700 of the some 1100 
degree-granting colleges and universi­
ties in the U. S. are represented at 
DuPont. Of these 700, more tban half 
are the smaller liberal arts colleges.
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Substitute Charity For Birth Control
Beyond The Walls
Although there may be some people who will doubt us, the sun 
does not revolve around Durham. Outside the sacred walls lies a 
living world filled w ith all sorts of complex problems and people, 
warring, starving, being born, getting  buried, try-to  chisel an honest 
buck or give away a dishonest one. Controversies rage in this out­
side jungle, people are bombed, killed or maimed by the thousands, 
dictators rise and fall, old countries fade away and new republics 
are formed, all just beyond the walls.
And yet, life goes on in Durham  at an intense w h irl: who is 
going to date whom, dinner a t the Cat, “Y ou’ll never guess who 
she got pinned to !”, eight-o’clock classes, parking tickets, Old 
Overholt, vacations, honies, basketball games, parties,- AOs, 2.0s, 
skip a semester, and so on. Life just a little bit too soft, too easy, 
and we are all guilty of it. Yet, we are supposed to have a re­
sponsibility to the outside jungle. . . shall we think about it to ­
morrow, or perhaps the day after would be better. Should we let 
the outside go along by itself and worry about such problems as 
we will find when at last we are th rust out into them. O r should 
we try  and form some sort of opinion now, while we are still in 
college and are plastic?
W e feel that we should be able to come into contact w ith a wide 
variety of controversial issues and complexities before they begin 
to pile up on us after the college years. One way to do this is 
through an organization, above and beyond that which selects in­
dividuals to speak at University convocations and teas. Such an 
organization can go under a variety of names, the Liberal Club, 
Academic Freedom  Committee and so on, depending upon the 
campus and the conditions under which such an organization has 
to operate. Such organizations have been formed on this campus 
many times before, but have failed because of lack of support from 
various sides or failed to rate U niversity sanction and therefore 
would have to exist sub rosa to exist at all, and very few clubs 
operating under these conditions can last for any great length of
time, considering their purpose,*
■ <0
W e believe that this campus has room for such an organization. 
One that would bring to the campus all sorts of personalities, con­
troversial or otherwise, to talk and be questioned on any and all 
subjects, and as frequently as possible. The world situation being 
what it is today, there is certainly a need for better understanding 
and enlightm ent concerning global complexities and the motives of 
its peoples. Have we “world enough and tim e” not to be aw are of 
these problems? Can we as students afford to be complacent about 
the mess we are to inherit in a few short years? W e do not think 
so. Is there no one who is interested in such a group?
Bull Durham
By D. L. SMITH
’Twas b rillig ; in the Nowhere Church
Good Padre Oates did ran t and rave;
All mimsy were the frater droves,
And the tension outwave.
“Beware the D elta Taus my sons,
The pranksome lads, w ith heathen eyes,
Beware the Alpha Mus, and shun 
The atheist Beta Phis.”
He took his verbal sword to task,
Long time the pagan foe he fought —
So rested he by the old oak tree 
And stood in pious thought.
And as in oafish thought he stood,
The fraters all, w ith gleam ing eyes,
Came m arching ’cross the darkling town 
Tow ards he who would criticize.
Unum duo! Unum duo! The verbal sword 
Descended on the infidel foes;
And they fell down throughout the town 
Before all-m ighty blows.
’Tw as brillig; from the Nowhere church
W ith chastened hearts the fraters slunk,
Haven drunken of things Lethean,
And swallowed a m outhful of bunk.
Let the fraters’ Concilium consider this case, 
And re implications be curious;
T ho’ intended sincere, the results may, I fear, 
Prove to several to be m ost injurious.
Ed. Note — The following timely editorial is
reprinted from The Maine Campus.
Those who heard W illiam W orthy  speak in the 
Bangor Room just before finals probably came 
away with a different idea of Red China.
W orthy, in case you’ve forgotten, was the CBS 
newsman who defied the U. S. State D epartm ent 
and visited Red China.
Tow ard the end of his talk, he referred to the 
overpopulation problem of China, and he advo­
cated birth  control as a means of overcoming it. 
There is, we suggest, another solution to the prob­
lem.
W e wonder how many hungry people there 
would be in China if America produced all the 
food she could. W e wonder how m any people 
would starve in India if we had no “surplus” 
crops, but instead shipped the food we couldn’t 
use to needy people throughout the world.
W e know the argum ents against giving away 
our surplus food. W e’ve heard all about the “dis­
turbance of the international m arkets, etc. etc.” 
W e heard all about such things, and frankly just 
don’t give a damn.
Plow any humane person can read about our 
tons of ro tting  wheat and butter, then rem em ber­
ing the starving people of Asia, not feel a twinge 
of conscience deep inside, is som ething we cannot 
understand.
If artificial boundaries of nations were removed 
and American foreign policy of helping under­
developed areas were m otivated more by Christian 
charity and less by self-interest, we "doubt that 
China would ever have turned to Communism in 
the first place.
A thousand years from now, the United States 
will probably be remembered as the land of the 
greatest hypocrites the world has ever known. W e 
ran t and rave about “freedom ” and the “dignity 
of m an”, and our wheat rots in Kansas and people 
starve in India.
You can talk all night about the virtues of 
capitalism, and rationalize for your conscience 
with words about depressing the prices, but the 
cold fact remains — somewhere in the world at 
this moment a fellow hum an being is starving — 
and here in this country is the food to feed him, 
but the man m ust die — capitalism  and free- 
enterprise m ust be preserved regardless of the 
cost.
On the same day that so many acres of wheat, 
or corn are taken out of cultivation, our Secretary 
ofi State, or our noble Leader, the President, pi­
ously intone som ething about our “great spiritual 
strength  . . . which down through the years . . . 
has been the chief asset of our people.” Hum bug, 
plain and simple humbug.
W e are a land of hypocrites who say one thing 
and do another. W e pay lip-service to the rights 
of man, and put the rights of money above th e m ; 
the cries of a million starving people do not reach 
our ears, unless they consent to having an air- 
base or missile site in their land, unless they are 
politically acceptable.
A t the moment China may need birth  control, 
not because there is not enough food, but because 
we will not give it to them. A fter all they have 
slant eyes, are nominal Communists, and a “give­
aw ay” m ight depress world prices.
Critique of M y Three Angels
Adolph does the job
By PAT THOM PSON, DAVE MC GIRR and FRANK W ELLS
We have always been of the opinion 
that the purpose of a community theatre 
group is to entertain. M Y  THREE  
AN G ELS, presented by Town and Gown 
Players of Durham, admirably upheld 
our opinion. For the most part, there' 
was a continuity of mood, characteriza­
tion, and action throughout the play.
The three fallen angels, aided and 
abetted by pet snake Adolph, enter the 
home of the Ducotels’ and are invited 
to spend Christmas Eve with the family.
The impish trio were well contrasted 
as to character. Gordon Shaw as Joseph
was excellent as the smooth, logical, and 
very practical embezzler and leader of the 
devilish three-some. Shaw, with his fine 
voice, impressed us as being the sort of 
character who could actually sell a Ma­
donna to an atheist.
Paul Gilley was graceful and magnetic 
as the sincere, devil-may-care and some­
times hot-headed Alfred. His reactions to 
other characters, even when the silent 
onlooker, were outstanding. The trio was 
completed by the fatherly Jules, humor­
ously enacted by Russell Bggert.
The character of Felix Ducotel, played






Amid all the energy and spirit ex­
hibited on campus this last weekend one 
forced to wonder how anyone could 
even suggest .that apathy existed at 
UNH. However, the Student Senate 
Elections Committee and the various 
Class Organizations are all too well 
aware that apathy does exist on campus. 
The lack of competition for Class Office, 
limited functions of the Freshman 
Sophomore Class Organizations and 
general lack of interest and partici­
pation in the effort of the Junior and 
Senior Classes have relegated the Class 
Organizations into obscurity.
Spurred on by the necessity of affirm­
ative action the Class officers are at­
tempting to revitalize their faltering or­
ganizations by the formation of a Class 
Council. This is neither a novel or start­
ling idea, for a Constitution for a Class 
Council was approved in 1952. As one 
can easily see this attempt fell short of 
success. One abortive attempt should not 
however obscure the possibilities present 
in a Class Council that is properly set 
up. The attempt in 1952 merely accent­
uated the weaknesses present in the exist­
ing organizations and should stand as a 
warning against any similar attempts.
Today’s Class Officers must be pre­
pared to sacrifice their self-autonomy if 
a Class Council is to have any hope for 
success. They cannot afford to create 
an organization with no power (an ele­
vated debating society) ; nor can they 
chose to permit the present situation to 
continue. If a sizable amount of power 
is delegated to the proposed Class Coun­
cil it will be able to assume a cohesive 
character and by doing so well be able 
to _ take on additional tasks with a real­
istic hope for success.
The burden of responsibility lies en­
tirely upon the shoulders of the sixteen 
class officers. No action at all on the 
formation of yet another debating society 
will stand as testimony to their own lack 
of energy and resourcefulness. The op­
portunity to succeed where others have 
failed; to contribute something concrete 
to their school and fellow students is 
within their reach. Whether they seize 
this opportunity or refuse it will be of 
interest to a ll; for the holding of a Class 
Office is only an achievement when the 
responsibilities and duties attached to 
them are fulfilled!
What Is A Co-ed?
A co-ed is the young freckled-faced 
child whom you sent off to the university. 
A kid hardly old enough to be alone at 
night without a sitter. She left with brown 
hair, brown eyelashes, bobbysox and 
tears rolling down her chubby cheeks as 
she bids you a sorrowful goodbye at 
the station, promising to write every day.
A co-ed is the tall, little sophisticated 
lady that steps off the train at Christmas 
time sporting a blond cowlick over her 
forehead, mascaraed eyelashes, a silver 
cigarette holder and a vocabulary con­
sisting of a liberal sprinkling of four 
letter words. She has written home three 
times, asking for money.
A co-ed becomes adapt in simulating 
the beauty of a Venus, the logic of an 
Aristotle, the wisdom of a Solomon. Her 
thespian abilities are comparable to those 
of another Bernhardt. She laughs up­
roariously at all jokes related in her 
presence, though she seldom, if ever, 
gets the point.
A co-ed spends the morning avoiding 
the professors whose classes she has cut. 
During the afternoon she develops neural­
gia, headaches, and lumbago . . .  all of 
which combine to make studying impossi­
ble. As the weekend approaches, she sud­
denly sprouts mascara, and a southern 
drawl.
A co-ed becomes vivacious on dates in 
direct proportion to the number of gin- 
fizzes with which her date is able to 
supply her. She makes up for the self- 
denial she has suffered all week when 
faced with residence food by gorging her­
self on chop suey and chow mein when 
someone else is paying.
The stable hops from friend to friend 
showing off her latest backless, strapless 
gown which is reinforced with wires, 
bands, pads, scotch-tape and prayers.
At three minutes to one she suddenly 
recalls that she has forgotten to get a 
late pass and is rushed back to her resi­
dence in a flurry of excitement while her 
date tries to figure what has happened 
to his money and the evening. At the 
doorway she suddenly gives him a pas­
sionate kiss on the cheek thereby paying 
him for the expenses involved.
But you know that underneath it all 
she is still your little girl and that she 
loves you and needs you when she climbs 
on your knee, buries her face in your 
shoulder, and sobbingly says, “Oh, Dad­
dy, I ’m pregnant.”
(Taken from the Massachusetts Col­
legiate.)
by John Skelton, improved as the play 
progressed to leave a final impression of 
a man whose honesty of character allows 
him no honorable way to escape his diffi­
culties. Gretchen Greenleaf was vivacious 
and spirited in her portrayal of Marie 
Louise, even thought at times her voice 
became somewhat harsh. Although the 
character of Emile Docotel, as played by 
Elizabeth Keener was somewhat lacking 
in emotion, her attractiveness added to the 
part.
Paul Aliapoulious as Uncle Henri Tro- 
chard managed to create a despicable, 
villainous character, even though at times 
he appeared somewhat stiff. His nephew 
Paul was ably played by Peter Rily, who 
successfully created both an insipid and 
untrustworthy character.
Lee Rente, with her characterization of 
Madame_ Parole, lent brightness and ani­
mation, just at the times when the play 
appeared to become somewhat tedious 
and slow. Nice job Lee. Possibly a lit­
tle more contrast in lines ? The Lieutenant 
played by Edward Shanken was appropri­
ately handsome.
The set was well balanced and ap­
peared to be well constructed, but some­
what cluttered. We liked the nice touch 
of the thatched roof. Although we ap­
preciate the lighting difficulties, we feel 
that the director should have kept the 
characters away from the foot lights to 
prevent shadows on the faces which 
tended to be distracting. The makeup was 
well done, but if lighting difficulties had 
been overcome, it would have been con­
siderably more effective. The nice job 
done on costuming added to the overall 
effect of the play. We especially liked 
the outfitting of the convicts.
Some general, lesser criticism might 
be that the birds became annoying and 
distracting at times, especially during 
the first act. We were also bothered by 
light reflection from the bird cage and 
tea pot. We did think the live rooster 
was a nice touch.
The play moved rapidly through acts 
two and three and the players moved 
well and appeared at ease on the stage, 
indicating able direction.
All in all, Saturday evening proved to 





Recently we attended a weekend or 
your campus and during this same week­
end acquired a copy of The New Hamp­
shire dated February 20, 1958, which 
carried the editorial “Tomorrow’s Men.” 
We agree that the situation as it exists 
is an unfortunate one and that drinking 
on a campus is a privilege which all 
should strive to maintain, but as to who 
is to blame, we cannot quite agree with 
you.
Fraternities have an atmosphere which 
is all their own and which inclines to 
convey _ “the elite and mysterious.” A 
pledge is easily led and extremely anxi­
ous to become a part of this fraternity 
atmosphere. If the men in the house (we 
feel there are more “immature ones” 
than your editorial admitted) do not up­
hold certain standards and definitely show 
their “manhood or virility”, how can one 
expect a freshman, who is .trying des­
perately to make a good impression, to 
uphold these standards.
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Senate Decides On Method Bl§ Turnout Expected
For Making Hood Award
At a recent meeting of Student Senate, be permitted, d. The election shall be 
held on Mardh 3rd at 7 :00 p.m., it was conducted and the votes tabulated by 
decided that the Hood Achievement ^ ie Student Senate Elections Commit- 
Award for recipients shall be chosen in tee’ according to regular procedure, e. 
the following manner; a. Between six The results will be handed to the Dean
and ten eligible seniors shall be nomi- ° J J  K °  a"nou^ eme!!t of *he, r , , , . " suits will be made other than by the
nated for each award by a nominating Dean of Students.
committee, which shall be approved by Roger Smith, head of the Granite in- 
the Student Senate._ b. The nominating vestigation announced that the year book 
committee shall consist of a junior repre- staff hope to have a representative pres- 
sentative of each of the five student ent at the next Senate meeting, 
governing bodies and Student Union, and The 1958-1959 Cat’s Paw Committee 
a senior representative from Senior Key is as follows: Gerry Arsenault and Jan 
and Mortar Board, one of whom shall Allaire, co-editors; Bill Eastman, Sally 
be chairman, c. Each regularly enrolled Anthoney, Bev Fay, Natalie Damon, 
student of the senior class shall be en- Betty Dowgialla, Rusty Karr, Penny 
titled to cast one ballot for a candidate Buck, Ellen Dukat, Sue Cooper and 
for each award. Write-in votes will not Paul Dargon.
Motor Vehicle Appeals Board 
Lists Function, Responsibility
L ast week, following the Student Senate m eeting, I was requested 
to explain the workings of the Student Senate M otor Vehicles 
Appeals Board. Since m any of you drive a car on campus, at least 
occasionally, you may find us a helpful group in the future’.
W e’re a standing com mittee of the S tudent Senate, and we are 
empowered by them  and by the U niversity Traffic Committee to 
hear, review, and make decisions upon petitions from students who 
have com m itted an infraction upon one or more of the m otor vehicle 
regulations of the university. O ur decisions are final in nearly every 
case and they are forwarded to  the M otor Vehicles section of the 
business office for final action. These decisions usually fall into three 
ca tegories:
1. complete aquittal of the petitioner, in which case we request 
the total revocation of all penalties involved, 
partial aquittal (usually on m ultiple charges) where partial 
revocation is requested
complete denial of the petition, leaving penalties as charged.
Each case is heard on its own merits, and although the committee 
is partially guided by past decisions on sim ilar cases, each appeal 
is given separate consideration to fit the new circum stances which 
arise. W e would advise every petitioner to appear in person before 
the com mittee in order to present his case and to answ er any ques­
tions which the members of the com mittee m ight wish to ask.
O ur decisions must, of necessity, be guided by the U.N. H. M otor 
Vehicle Regulations of the current year. These regulations are w rit­
ten by the U niversity Traffic Committee to help facilitate the flow 
of traffic on the campus and to distribute our very limited parking 
facilities in the most equitable m anner. Because these regulations, 
like any law, m ight unjustly  penalize some student, a student appeals 
board was authorized to act upon petitions from such students.
Petition  forms are available in Dean G ardner’s office for this pur­
pose and Mrs. M acRae will tell you the time and place of our next 
meeting. W e urge you to abide by all regulations of the university, 
but perhaps we may be of service to you at some time.
Victor V. Chrystowski, Chairman
Student Senate Motor Vehicles Appeals Board
2.
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Annual Fittings Soon 
For School Blazer
The traditional University of New 
Hampshire blazers will be fitted on 
Monday, March 10, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m 
in the Main Lounge of the Memorial 
Union Building.
'th e  annual fitting of the blazers is 
an opportunity, according to Robert 
Rollins of the Robert Rollins Blazers, 
Inc., for students to reflect their proud 
identity as New Hampshire students.
Only $5.00 are required as a deposit 
after the fitting. However full payment 
plus $.75 postage will save students 
higher COD mailing charges. The price 
of these blazers ranges from $19.95 to 
$31.95.
Women will have a choice of Navy 
Blue Flannel ($19.95), Navy Blue 
Menswear Flannel ($23.95), W hite 
Tweed ($23.95), W hite Flannel ($25 
95), and W hite “Doeskin” Flannel 
($27.95). Men will he fitted only for 
Navy Blue Menswear Flannel ($31.95).
Women can also choose to  purchase 
authentic Menswear Flannel skirts and 
bermudas to match or contrast their 
blazers. The one low price for these 
is $9.95.
The blazers, which are made of 100% 
virgin wool pre-shrunk and proportion­
ed to fit, have special features for men 
and women. Hand tailoring, special 
pockets and linings, piped or plain 
edges and coat hangers at the collar— 
these and many other construction fea­
tures are being offered by Robert 
Rollins Blazers, Inc.
Shaw's Soldiers Are 
Unheroic But Comica
“Arms and the Man,” G. Bernard scenes of the play running at full speed 
Shaw’s play based on the Serbo-Bul- from his enemy and hiding behind the 
garian War of 1882, will be produced skirts of a woman. He readily admits
An Error
Last week on this page we printed 
a financial report from the Outing 
Club presented at one of their meet­
ings.
The report listed the results of 
the Winter Carnival but we regret 
that the figures were wrong and that 
the correct figures are unavailable 
at this time.
that he will fight only if he has too. He 
is by no means a coward, but merely 
quite human. I t is these human pro­
pensities manifested in our “hero” and 
other similarly invested propensities 
found in the lesser heroes which make 
the “Arms and The Man” the comedy 
that it is. W hether we like it or not, 
characters are much like you
by Mask and Dagger on March 27, 28, 
and 29. Prof. J. Donald Batcheller will 
direct the play, and Prof. Alec Finlay- 
son will serve as Technical Director.
In the following article Chris Agrafio- 
tis, a former student of military sci­
ence, has discussed the play from the 
military point of view.
George Bernard Shaw’s humorous Shaw’s 
tale of love and war gives a rather true and I. 
to life picture of man’s motivations and The unbelieving observer might cri- 
•the course of action taken to consum- ticize and take exception to these cir- 
mate them. Unfortunately the audience cumstances as fantastically improbable 
who expects to  see a dashing portrayal and cynically unnatural. However, 
of a professional soldier, severing heads when looking at the incident where 
with his mighty sword in a glorious Captain Bluntschli habitually carries 
battle, is heartlessly disappointed. Mr. chocolate in his cartridge belt instead 
Shaw presents his characters in a real- of cartridges, and thereby finds him- 
istic manner, without the glory and self with an empty revolver in the face 
heroism attached to the military, doing of capture, we may recall or be remind- 
and saying what other human beings ed that our own soldiers stuffed every 
would do and say in like situations. He nook and cranny of their uniforms with 
has dispensed with the traditional food while on the run. As evidenced 
“stage soldier,” and in his place creat- by the familiar incident of throwing 
ed a highly human figure in the person away one’s gas mask to make room for 
of Captain Bluntschli. much needed food.
From a military viewpoint this un- Not only do we see this extreme 
glamorous Captain is possessed by a realism embarrassedly displayed in our 
multitude of human weaknesses con- poor Captain but also in his rival, Ser- 
stantly found in all soldiers at one time gius. Here we see an exquisite figure 
or another in battle. He suffers from of pure militarism riding headlong at 
want of food and sleep, he breaks down the point of a cavalry charge into a 
with battle fatigue after three days of seemingly hopeless artillery implace- 
intense battle, and spends the opening ment only to find that the enemy has no
shells and does not so much as throw 
a rock at him. Humorous indeed, but 
only too real. I t is this realness that 
makes us laugh. Shaw has mocked the 
military and stripped it naked of all its 
glory.
Even in the love affairs that follow 
Shaw hits the audience with the same 
intense realism with situations that are 
at first glance improbable, but on sec­
ond notice highly familiar. Unfortuna­
tely those who expect to witness amo­
rous love scenes are again disappointed. 
Love is thrown back and forth among 
the characters as if it were a hot coal, 
causing situations which are so fami­
liar that we laugh uncontrollably.
To sum up, “Arms and The Man” 
is a realistic portrayal of war and love 
in a society just coming of age in the 
Balkan Peninsula. It is a humorous at­
tempt by Shaw to point out that we are 
not made heroes by putting on a uni­
form, hut remain mere men to  the core, 
bearing all the weaknesses and desires 
ascribed to men everywhere.
At Festival Saturday
This Saturday’s Intercollegiate yellow colors are used and all orna- 
JJance r  estival, sponsored by Durham ments are silver. The dresses are never- 
Reelers, is chiefly recreational in pur- theless very colorful 
pose, according to Mr. Bernard Priest. Johnson Teacher’s College from Ver-
Mr. Priest, one of the Reelers’ mont has announced that its group 
dance teachers, allowed that each of will demonstrate a semi-western Ameri- 
the five colleges participating would can square dance. The other colleges 
demonstrate a unique dance. However, — Bridgewater Teacher’s, Dartmouth 
it was not a show”. Students attend- and the University of Massachusetts — 
mg the event would he taught Ameri- have not yet announced their choices 
can, Scandinavian, European and Mid- for demonstration, 
die Eastern national dances as “authen- The Reelers are expecting a turnout 
Really as possible. of about 500, according to Mr. Priest.
The Sauerlander Quadrille No. 5, Tickets will be sold at the door at a 
one of the main attractions of the Fes- cost of $.25 for the afternoon session 
tival, will be demonstrated by the Uni- starting at 2 p.m., and of $.75 for the 
versity s own folk dance club. This evening one at 7 :30 p.m. Cider and 
ancient W estphalian dance has pat- doughnuts will ibe served.
•terns similar to American square danc- Other attractions at the Festival will 
mg but differs where the music and the be live music under the direction of 
steps are concerned. The tricky step Dudley Laufman. from Concord and 
which prevails is called the “Neheimer folk singing led by Ken. Carter from 
Sch/W • New York. Margaret McKoane, Asso-
ih e  dirndl or peasant costume date Dean of Students, and Howard 
which will be worn for the Quadrille J. Schultz, Professor in the English 
is being made by the individual dancer Dept, will he included in the callers 
with due respect for history. No red or this year.
Counselors Chosen 
For Freshman Camp
Plans for the annual Freshman Camp dem; Larry Berry; Jack Northridge; 
are now underway. Diane Howe and Pete Hollister; Larry Palm; W alter 
Stanley King are the co-directors of Welch; John Zottu. 
the 1958 camp. Mary Jo Price, Dave W omen: Peggy Champney; Donna 
Decker, Doug Dartnell,. and Ann Church; Bev Fay; Anne Hescock; Jan 
Witherell comprise the executive staff. Janville; Betty Ann. Jorgenson; Judy
Foreshadowing the work of the Lane; Sharon Minichiello; Sheila Mul- 
counselors and staff for the next eleven vey; Carolyn Musser; Helen Plasteras; 
weeks will be a general introductory Barbara Shaefer; Sally W ashburn; Pat 
session. During this time plans will be Willard.
discussed and counselor training will 
begin. Training will be furthered from 
March 22-23 at Rolling Ridge Confer­
ence Center in North Andover, Mass.
Those sixty-seven counselors recent­
ly chosen are as follows:
Class of ’59 — men: Gerard Arsen- 
eault; Richard Fernandez; Larry Kane; 
Granville Knox; Donald L’Esperance;
Class of ’61 — men: Mike Ashapa; 
W alter Ayre; Chick Bridge; George 
Bussell; Jack Cabana; Andrew Croo­
kes; David Daniels; W illard Fuller; 
James Highet; Lincoln Hubbard; H ar­
lan K arr; Richard Kirk; Allen Max­
well.
Women: Leslie Buckman; Mary
Casazza; Jan Evans; Brenda Fergu-
Roderick Martin; George Mauro; John son; Joan Ellen Mackenzie; Ann 
Ramsey; Robert Richards. Miller; Davida Morin; Nancy Parry;
Women: Betty Belletete; Marie Kay Perinchief; Fran Pomorski; Ma-
Chartrain; Maria Della Valle; Pat rion Ricard; Betty Shelton; Lynn 
Dick; Bev Englehardt; Joyce Fergu- Wedekind.
son; Sally Perkins; Mary Lou Peters; September 18-21 has been selected as 
Joan MacFarlane; Carol Saunders; the dates the Erosh will meet at Camp 
Betty Truelson. Fatima; no other conclusive plans have
Class of ’60 — men: Robert Ams- been disclosed yet.
EARN YOUR MASTER’S DEGREE
AND PREPARE FOR AN 
EXECUTIVE CAREER IN RETAILING
Comprehensive nine-month program for A.B. end B.S. 
graduates; emphasis on executive direction in major 
stores dovetailed with classroom work. Total pay for 
store work $500. Co-ed. Scholarships. Selective job place­
ment before graduation. G. I. approved. Next class, 
September 2, 1958. Apply now. W rite for Bulletin C.
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF RETAILING
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH Pittsburgh 13, Pa.
Magic Spray Shoe Shine
Neutral Color
THE LAZY M A N 'S  SHINE 
Good for Any Color Leather except White
SHINES INSTANTLY -  ELIMINATES BUFFING 
WATER REPELLENT -  WILL NOT STAIN CLOTHES
$1.00 per can —  20 shines
Contact: ED HELLENBRAND, Fairchild Hall (218)
A MAN’S SHAMPOO... _ _
in Shower-Safe Plastic! |
Old Spice Shampoo conditions your scalp as it cleans your hair.
Removes dandruff without removing natural oils. Gives you rich, 
man-sized lather that leaves your hair jnore manageable, better-looking 
. . .  with a healthy sheen! So much better for your hair than drying 
soaps... so much easier to use than shampoos in glass bottles. Try it!
uce SHAM POO by SHULTON
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The Wildcats’ speedy and aggressive Ray March is shown stealing the puck 
from an unidentified Bowdoin player in some rough and tumble action during 
a recent game at Batchelder Rink that saw the UNH varsity skaters rout the 
Bowdoinmen, 11-0. The Wildcats’ George Marineau can be seen maneuvering 
into position at the right of the picture. The visitors were outskated in every 
department by the home club, and the win was the sixth straight for the 
UNH sextet. (Purdyfoto)
On Campus withMffifihukan
(By the Author of “ Rally Round the Flag, Boys! ’ ’and, 
“ Barefoot Boy with Cheek.” )
SCIENCE MADE SIM PLE: NO. 2
Though this column is intended solely as a vehicle for well- 
tempered drollery, the makers of Marlboro have agreed to let 
me use this space from time to time for a short lesson in science. 
They are the most decent and obliging of men, the makers of 
Marlboro, as anyone can tell from sampling their product. Only 
from bounteous hearts could come such a lot to like—such filter, 
such flavor, such flip-top box. The filter works; the flavor pleases; 
the box protects. Who can resist such a winning combination? 
Surely not I.
WeJicwetJK k M f
Today let us take up the science of medicine, which was in­
vented in 1066 by a Greek named Hippocrates. He soon gathered 
around him a group of devoted disciples whom he called 
“doctors.” The reason he called them “doctors” was tha t they 
spent all their time sitting around the dock and shooting the 
breeze. In truth, there was little else for them to do because 
disease was not invented until 1477.
After that, doctors became very busy, but it must be admitted 
that their knowledge of medicine was lamentably meagre. They 
knew only one treatm ent—a change of climate. For example, 
a French doctor would send all his patients to Switzerland. 
A Swiss doctor, on the other hand, would send all his patients 
to France. By 1789 the entire population of France was living 
in Switzerland, and vice versa. This later became known as the 
Black Tom Explosion.
Not until 1924 did medicine, as we know it, come into being. 
In tha t year in the little Bavarian village of Pago-Pago an 
elderly physician named Winko Sigafoos discovered the hot 
water bottle. He was, of course, burned as a witch, but his son 
Lydia, disguised as a linotype, made his way to America where 
he invented the Mayo Brothers.
Medicine, as it is taught a t your very own college, can be 
divided roughly into two classifications. There is internal medi­
cine, which is the treatm ent of interns, and external medicine, 
which is the treatm ent of externs.
Diseases also fall into two broad categories—chronic and 
acute. Chronic disease is, of course, inflammation of the chron, 
which can be mighty painful, believe you m e! Last summer my 
cousin Haskell was stricken with a chron attack while he was 
out picking up tinfoil, and it was months before the wretched 
boy could straighten up. In  fact, even after he was cured, 
Haskell continued to walk around bent over double. This went 
on for several years before Dr. Caligari, the lovable old country 
practitioner who treats Haskell, discovered th a t Haskell had 
his trousers buttoned to his vest.
Two years ago Haskell had Addison’s disease. (Addison, curi­
ously enough, had Haskell's.) Poor Haskell catches everything 
tha t comes along. Lovable old Dr. Caligari once said to him, 
“Son, I  guess you are what they call a natural born catcher.”
“The joke is on you, Doc,” replied Haskell. “ I am a third 
basemen.” He thereupon fell into such a fit of giggling tha t the 
doctor had to put him under sedation, where he is to this day.
But I digress. We were discussing medicine. I  have now told
you all I can; the rest is up to you. Go over to your med school
and poke around. Bring popcorn and watch an operation. X-ray
each other. Contribute to the bone bank . . . And remember,
medicine can be fu n ! © 1958. m»x shuimm
* * *
The m akers o f M arlboro cigarettes bring you  filter, flavor, 
flip-top  box, and ON CAM PUS WITH M A X  SHULMAN  




By PAUL BO UTILIER
Batchelder Rink in Durham was the 
stage for the UNH Varsity Hockey 
team when they presented another flaw­
less performance of their power play 
in the form of an 11-0 victory over the 
bewildered Bowdoin College skaters on 
Monday evening of last week. The win 
extended the W ildcat’s victory skein 
to six games and their seasonal record 
to 11 wins against only 2 defeats.
Andy Dube of Franklin performed 
the “hat trick” for the Wildcats, scor­
ing once in each period. This was his 
best game of the season, scoring-wise. 
Bob Patch, a sophomore, scored twice 
and assisted on three other goals. Ray 
March, another sophomore, rammed 
home two goals and also copped an as­
sist, while his classmate A1 Brodeur 
also scored twice.
The Wildcats now have a trio of 
skaters who have turned the “hat 
trick”. In addition to Dube, they have 
Brodeur from Berlin, and George Ma­
rineau from Manchester, both of whom 
accomplished the feat in earlier games 
this season.
There was no stopping the high-fly­
ing Wildcats, as they seemed to score 
at their leisure while literally skating 
circles around the opposition. The 
UNH icemen scored at least once while 
they were short-handed and the Bow­
doin club was at full strength.
The Wildcat sextet completely domi­
nated the game, as can be seen by com­
paring the saves of the goalies—“Bozo” 
Kennedy, for UNH, had to turn back 
only 12 shots, while Whiting, for Bow­
doin, was bombarded a total of 67 
times!
Following this victory, the Wildcats 
journeyed to Boston, where they easily 
defeated M IT for the second straight 
time this season, 8-2. Earlier in the 




1 UNH, Brodeur, (Heelan, Kravc- 
huck) 1:15
2 UNH, March, (Upton, Frigard) 
14:56
3 UNH, Patch (Upton) 17:40
4 UNH Dube (Patch, Johnson) 17:50 
Second Period
5 UNH, Dube, (Heelan) 11:09
6 UNH, Brodeur, (unassisted) 13:46
7 UNH, Marineau, (March) 19:03 
Third Period
8 UNH, Dube (Patch) 9:10
9 UNH, Jennings, (Patch) 10:43
10 UNH, March, (Marineau) 13:04
11 UNH, Patch, (Jennings, Johnson) 
16:18
Saves:
Kennedy, UNH — 12 
Whiting, Bowdoin — 56
Modern Jazz Society
The Modern Jazz Society, one of the 
University’s just-recently-revived clubs, 
met in the Strafford Room of the Mem­
orial Union last Sunday evening.
For the present, the officers of the 
Society a re : Peter Mortenson, president; 
Peter Bodge, vice-president; Eileen Mac­
Donald, secretary; Stella Belanger, treas­
urer.
The Society will hold its next meeting 
on March 16, 8-10 p.m. in the same place. 
Mr. Mortenson hopes that many more 
students will turn out to enjoy the con­
cert. Membership in the club is not 
limited to University students.
Go around the world in fifteen minutes 
as you listen to the 7 :00 and 9 :00 p.m. 
editions of news on WMDR, 650 on your 
dial.
Scenes From The Sidelines
Wildcat Pucksters Run 
Win Streak To Twelve
By PAUL BO UTILIER
W e are still m arvelling at the superb play of our hig-h-flying, 
record breaking varsity hdckey team as they far surpassed the 
previous record of 7 wins in any one season. On Feb. 12, thq, W ild­
cat skaters launched themselves on a seven game w inning streak 
and they haven’t let up since then. Aided im measurably by the 
spectacular goal-tending of Jack “Bozo” Kennedy, the W ildcats 
have speed-skated their way to victory after victory, until their 
win streak was finally snapped by the Arm y sextet, by a score of 
6-1. P rior to the game with Army, Coach Pepper M artin’s charges 
held an enviable seasonal record of 12 wins and only 2 losses. And 
since the W ildcat roster is filled with names of speedy sophomores 
who have contributed a great deal to enable the team to compile 
such an impressive record, we can confidently anticipate equally 
impressive performances in the future.
Special Feature in Sport Magazine
For those of you who are professional basketball fans, we would 
like to let you know that there is an especially interesting and in­
formative article in the current M arch issue of Sport magazine. The 
article is entitled Cousy, Sharman, Russell, and Co., and describes 
the activities of the most colorful Team in the National Basketball 
Association, the Boston Celtics. The same issue of Sport — “the 
magazine for the sports-m inded” also contains articles concerning 
the Man of the Year, the Top Perform ers of 1957, the D etroit 
Pistons, and num erous other stories.
Rasmussen Runs in Record Time
John Rasmussen, outstanding distance runner for the U N H  
V arsity  W in ter T rack team, recently broke another record, run­
ning the 1000 in 2:18.3. John set this record on Feb. 25, in a meet 
versus M assachusetts.
Rasmussen, long a standout for the U N H  V arsity  Cross-Country 
team, is a good scholar as well as a trem endously powerful distance 
runner. x ■
On March 22, the varsity  w inter trackm en will be participating 
in the Connecticut Relays.
T urn ing  to activities of the U N H  Freshm an W inter T rack team, 
we notice that the roster lists the name of an athlete who promises 
to be an outstanding runner for the W ildcats. In the recent meet 
versus the M assachusetts freshmen, Don Bedard set a new record 
in the 600 yard run, in the time of 1 :17. On Feb. 22, in a meet versus 
Tufts, Don won the 600 in the time of 1:17.5. He is unbeaten in 
this event so far this year.
In  the T ufts meet, another freshman, David Shattuck, won the 
Pole V ault by clearing a height of 12’0”. U N H  swept the 1000 yard 
run, with Pelczar, Fowler, and M acGregor placing first, second, and 
third, respectively. Pelczar also placed second in the high jump. 
M acGregor and Fow ler tied for first place in the mile, both breaking 
the tape in the time of 5 :02. The one mile relay was won by the 
W ildkitten quartet of W ing, Livingston, Blaisdell, and Bedard. 
Livingston took first place in the 50 yard dash while Blaisdell took 
third. The w inning time was 5.8 seconds.
Coach Paul Sweet requests that all freshmen and upperclassmen 
who are interested in participating in Spring Track and Field events 
attend a m eeting in the Field House on Monday, March 10, at 4:30 
p.m.
W in Streak Finally Broken
The W ildcat’s win streak was finally broken by a determ ined 
Arm y sextet, 6-1 on Feb. 28. The W ildcat skaters came up with a
valiant effort in an attem pt to keep their victory streak alive but
it w asn’t enough to stop the Arm y charge. But as the old saying 
goes in the unpredictable world of sports, “You can’t win them all”.
The W ildcats still possess a most impressive seasonal record, 
despite this recent loss, as they have suffered only three defeats 
while winning twelve.
The Wildcats will be facing off against 
the Northeastern icemen at Batchelder 
Rink on Saturday, March 8, in a game 
that was postponed earlier in the season. 
This will be the final game of the season 
for the flashy Wildcats, and you can be 
sure that they will go all-out to win it. 
Soooo — we heartily urge you to join 
us at rinkside to witness what will un­
doubtedly be one of the most exciting, 
varsity hockey games of the year.
Russian Schooling 
Impresses Gunther
The average twelfth-grade Russian 
student has a better scientific education 
than most American college graduates. 
That’s the observation of world traveler 
John Gunther, who recently returned from 
a tour of Russia.
Being accepted into college is prob­
ably the most important single event in 
a Soviet citizen’s life, Gunther feels. 
University standards are severe, but there 
are many inducements for the student. 
He is paid by the state to go to college 
and can earn substantial bonuses if his 
work is considerably above par. In addi­
tion, he is exempted from military ser­
vice.
But impressive as the Soviet educa­
tional system is, great gaps exist in the. 
knowledge of even the best educated. 
“The Russians are the most ignorant 
people in the world about affairs outside 
their own country,” he writes.
However, “Once a class is created 
which is taught to think, particularly in 
scientific terms,” he writes, “it will 
sooner or later begin to think for itself 
in other fields.”
ROTC GRADUATES
Outfitting The Newly Commissioned 
Officer Is Our Specialty
Come to Leopold Morse Company for expert counseling on regula­
tion military attire,
O ur representatives will call at your school to display 
our fine uniforms and accessories . . or send for our 
free price list and order by mail. You will be pleased 
with our prom pt and efficient mail order service.
Open A Charge Account and Pay When You 
Receive Your Government Uniform Allotment
Uniforms by Leopold Morse are Outstanding In Appearance and 
are Guaranteed Regulation.
LEOPOLD MORSE COMPANY
137 W ASH ING TO N STREET ADAMS SQUARE
BOSTON, MASS.
t




CLEANING AND PR ESSING  
SERVICE




' P. O. BLOCK DURHAM, N. H.
MARJORIE BEN EDICT. Conical Monocle 
MT. HOLYOKE
WHAT IS AN UNHAPPY BIRD?
MARJORIE OSTERW ISE. Sobbin' Robin 
PITT.
WHAT IS A  JOKING MONKEY?
d a v id  g e r s h a w . Ribbin’ Gibbon
U. OF MINNESOTA
WHAT ARE STADIUM SEATS 
FOR PROFESSORS?
WHAT IS A  BANANA PEEL?
GAIL GREGG. Fruit Suit
EAST TEN N ESSEE STATE
WHAT IS A GANGSTER’S MANUAL?
JOAN HEALY. Crook Book
0 . OF DELAWARE
WHAT IS AN ODD-SHAPED EYEGLASS?
w il l ia m  s e i f . Meter Cheater
c . c . n . y .
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JOHN EICHLIN G, 
NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA
WHAT IS A MAN W H O  DOESN'T 
PAY FOR PARKING?







Beaten By BU; 
Goalie Stars
The U N H  Freshmen Hockey squad 
was defeated 8-0 by the Boston Univer­
sity freshmen skaters in a game played 
at Batchelder Rink in Durham. But 
the significance of the shutout was far 
overshadowed by the goal-tending per­
formance of the U N H  goalie, Rod 
Blackbourne.
Blackbourne racked up the pheno­
menal total of 102 saves! He turned 
back 32 shots in the first period, 36 
more in the second period, and 34 in 
the third and final stanza. The fact that 
he allowed only 8 goals in the game 
is certainly a remarkable feat, consider­
ing that the puck was fired at his cage 
no less than 110 times.
Blackbourne was selected as an All 
New England goalie while playing for 
Notre Dame of Berlin.
Eight different players scored for 
BU. The visiting icemen scored twice 
in the first period, twice in the second 




1 BU, Murphy (Cornish) 5:17
2 BU, McCurdy (Cornish) 14:15 
Second Period
3 BU, Power (Quinn) 4:45
4 BU, Martin (Spinney) 7:13 
Third Period
5 BU, Quinn (McCann) 1:12
6 BU, Kehn (McCann, Murphy) 1:38
7 BU, Sartrys (Spinney) 4:17
8 BU, W elshman (McCann) 5:02 
Saves: Tanner, BU—5-4—9
Urbanski, BU—5 
BLA CK BO U RN E, U N H  
—32-36-34— 102
Coach Ed Blood of the University of 
New Hampshire Varsity Ski team took 
seven skiers to Hanover last weekend 
to  compete in the fifth annual, Nation­
al Collegiate Ski Championships.
The W ildcat skiers finished second 
during the previous weekend at the 
Norwich W inter Carnival, for their 
best showing of the season. Three 
weeks ago they qualified for this NC 
AA meet by finishing fourth at Middle- 
bury.
The men who made the trip to H an­
over are: Captain Herbie Adams of 
Thompsonville, Conn.; Dick Daley of 
Groveton, N. H .; Einar Dohlen of 
Oslo, Norway, the team’s star jumper; 
Jack Eckels of Laconia, N. H .; Dave 
Farrell, of Andover, N. H.; Bob Felk- 
er, who is from Durham, Francis F ra­
sier of Conway, N. H .; and Martin 
Hall who is also from Laconia.
Farrell, Felker, Frasier, and Hall, 
who are sophomores, will be competing 
in their first NCAA meet. Andre La- 
mothe of Laconia, who is also a soph­
omore, will be unable to compete be­
cause of a dislocated shoulder suffered 
in the Middlebury meet.
This will be the last U N H  competi­
tion for Captain Adams, Eckels and 
Daley, who are seniors. Einar Dohlen, 
the team’s outstanding jumper, is a 
junior and will be available to Coach 
Blood for another season.
Screen Versions 
Speed Book Sales
A bookish TV lecture series that be­
came a smash hit is the latest link in a 
chain of evidence that adds up to a 
“reading revolution” in America. C. 
Lester Walker reports in an article in 
the Reader’s Digest that the telecast was 
handicapped by a forbidding title (Mod­
ern Fiction from Stendhal to Heming­
way), a horrible hour (6:30 a.m.) and 
the prospect of an unknown lecturer 
(Dr. Floyd Zulli of New York Universi­
ty) talking about books.
By the Monday following the first TV 
lecture on Stendhal’s The Red and The 
Black, not a copy of that novel could be 
bought in New York City bookstores. 
Eager sunrise scholars had cleaned them 
out.
Non-fiction too is basking in the 
warmth of popular success, Walker re­
ports. Wihat’s behind the literary tidal 
wave? Walker gives partial credit to an 
unexpected source — the movies.
When classics such as Gone W ith The 
Wind, Moby Dick, or War and Peace 
are shown on the screen, the effect is 
felt in bookstores, he says. The film 
version of Jane Eyre, for instance, 
forced three book publishers to bring 
out new editions.
But what really triggered the good- 
reading explosion was the appearance of 
paper-covered books, Walker says.
The success of Pocket Books, Inc., 
helped prove that good literature would 
sell if it was made inexpensive, attrac­
tive, and available. All in all, Walker 
reports, there are now more than 100,000 
outlets, such as drugstores, cigar stores, 
railway terminals and supermarkets, as 
well as bookstores where Americans can 
pick up a good book at a low price.
Canterbury Program
Next Sunday Canterbury Club will 
hear Father O’Connor talk on “Roman 
Catholic Views on ‘Mixed’ Marriage”. *
The Wildkittens’ Marty Fisher drives in to score an easy two-pointer as 
an unidentified Exeter Academy player, unable to block the shot, looks on. 
The UNH frosh quintet trailed most of the way, but rallied in the late stages 
of the game to take over the lead. The Wildkittens’ rally, begun just in time, 
came at a time when the visitors were experiencing a scoring slump and 
enabled the home club to gain a hard-earned win. (Purdyfoto)
Sticklers are simple riddles w ith two-word rhyming 
answers. Both words m ust have the  same number of 
syllables. (No drawings, please!)
W e’ll shell out $25 for all we use— 
and for hundreds th a t never see 
print. So send stacks of ’em with 
your name, address, college and 
class to  Happy-Joe-Lucky, Box 
67A, M ount Vernon, New York.
LIGHT UP A Ught SMOKE-LIGHT UP A LUCKY!
Product o f D^nieAAj&a/ri c/o^xjeco-̂ ^nyxct/n^ ~  c/o& xejeo- is our middle name<©/». T. Co*)
Quakers Sponsor Meeting 
To Discuss Current Affairs
The American Friends’ Service Com­
mittee will hold a public meeting on the 
Quaker Approach to Current Problems.
The committee will discuss National 
and International Social and Economic 
Problems. Its main topics will b e : The 
General Programs of the American 
Friends’ Service Committee given by 
The New England Secretary, A.F.S.C. of 
Cambridge, Mass.; Our Personal Experi­
ences with Quaker International Work 
Camps given by Mr. and Mrs. Albert 
Frost of Durham. Group discussion and 
refreshments ■ will follow.
The meeting will be held on Sunday, 
March 9 at 2 :30 p.m. at the Dover 
Friends Meeting House opposite 146 
Central Ave. Their regular meetings for 
worship are held on Sundays at 11 a.m. 
Silas B. Weeks is the clerk and can be 
reached at Durham 413R.
NEAT FEAT? No! Slick Trick? A thousand times no! 
When a magician makes a pack of Luckies vanish, it’s 
a plain case of Tragic Magic! Connoisseurs claim there’s 
one approved way to make Luckies disappear. That’s to 
smoke (Yum!) every last one of ’em! That way, you 
get the wonderful taste of Luckies’ fine tobacco . . . 
light, good-tasting tobacco that’s toasted to taste even 
better. So, Ladeez-ann-Gennlemen, observe a pack of 
Luckies closely. Then carefully remove one (1) cigarette 
and light up. Presto! You’re puffing on the best-tasting 
cigarette you ever smoked!
Wildcats Lose To
U-Mass., 64-58
The UNH Varsity Basketball team 
was defeated by the Univ. of Mass 
quintet, 64-58 last week in a game play­
ed at Amherst, Mass. The contest was 
the final game of the season for the 
victors, and left them with a seasonal 
record of 13 wins and 12 losses.
The win enabled U-Mass to  gain a 
second place tie with the University 
of Vermont in the Yankee Conference 
standings.
Donald Akerson and Bucky Adam- 
czyk led the U-Mass attack with 17 
and 11 points respectively. Pete Smili- 
kis was high scorer for U N H  with 18 
points.
This loss left the U N H  W ildcat 
quintet on the short side of a 10-11 
seasonal record.
Don’t just stand there. . .
STICKLE! MAKE *25




For the past three weeks our campus 
has been: involved in the excitement 
of sorority and fraternity rushing. On 
Saturday, March 1 sorority rushing 
ended and the following girls were 
pledged to the following houses.
Alpha Chi Omega: Arolyn Benson, 
Fay Birren, Leslie Buckman, Melissa 
Foy, Janet Evans, Glynn Griffiths, 
Penny Hallward, Barbara Herrick, Su­
sie Lyman, Ann Miller,- Nancy Parry, 
Rebecca Phipps, Beverly Sims, Lois 
Stickney, Gail Walker, Gretchen W ede­
kind, Lynne W rightnour.
Sophomores: Sara Dundey, Allwynne 
McMullen.
Alpha Xi Delta: Deborah Bates, 
Cindy Bodge, Kaye Bodwell, Gay 
Brooks, Judy Eggleston, Helen Four­
nier, Charlotte Hildreth, Marcia Hink-
ley, Nancy Kittredge, Judy Mahoney, 
Marcia Makris, Elbe Manseau, Marcia 
Taylor, Suzanne Tougas, Andy Viano, 
Valerie Waraska.
Chi Omega: Nancy Blanchard, Joan­
ne Carlisle, Mary Casaza, Joan How­
land, Joan MacKenzie, Judy Pariseau, 
Betty Shelton, Joan Sinibaldi, Neil 
Whitten-, Kay Williams.
Upper Classmen: Sally Healy, Virginia 
O’Byrne, Bea Robinson, Jane Vickery.
Kappa Delta: Ruth Barnard, Barbara 
Burrill, Cathy Crotty, Janice Erikson, 
Judy Gove, Emily Haskins, Nancy 
Harrison, Gail Nickerson.
Phi Mu: Lynn Bigelow, Jean Clem­
ent, Joyce Colby, Sally Crane, Marga­
ret Gould, Jackie Keezar, Sara Living­
stone, Paddy Locke, Jan Martin, Bar­
bara McGinley, Diane Morgan, Cynthia
Night Of Sin 
Takes Roman Air
Walking into the modern “58” Student 
Union Building you expect to find the 
usual relaxed atmosphere, but instead you 
find yourself amid the hustle and bustle 
of a foreign phenomena. You are carried 
along, down the familiar stairway to the 
next level by a group of laughing, un­
perturbed students. There is an unex­
plained expectancy in the air. You find
Poftak, Susan Roy, Gail Stewart, Linda 
Sweet, Linda Reed.
Upper Classmen: Sally Crowley, Mari­
lyn Demarais, Marge Ramage, Mary 
Jane Zarnowski.
Theta Upsilon: Nancy Agnew, Joy 
Aspinwall, Nancy Bales, Norma Beau­
doin, Corinne Carpentier, Phoebe Col­
lins, Pat Connelly, Joyce Dorring, 
Betty Dowgalia, Carol Green, Sue 
Hancock, Mary Huffier, Rebecca Kal- 
manovitz, Julie Leith, Diane Robinson, 
Helga Rothman, Brenda York.
Upper Classmen: Deanna Center, Vil- 
ma Vaupel.
yourself ushered into the Strafford 
Room — and there you discover a strange 
and unique world of long ago. You are 
in a Roman Colosseum — and you are 
now part of A NIGHT OF SIN.
This annual event is sponsored by the 
Student Union and will be held March 
14 and 15 in four different rooms of the 
Memorial Union. The Strafford Room 
will be the center of all the activities, 
but the Durham, Coos, and Treasure 
rooms will also -be used.
The theme this year is “Roman Rum­
pus”. There will be the usual gambling, 
run by members of the faculty, a couple 
of stage shows a night, and refreshments.
Plans for the entertainment include A 
SA T IR E  ON C A E SA R ’S  A S S A S S I­
N ATIO N . The time set for the event 
is 8-10 p.m. and admission is free.
Membrane-Filter Technique 
New Test For Sanitary Water
A new technique for determining the 
sanitary quality of water has been de­
scribed by Doctors L. W. Slanetz and 
Clara H. Bartley of the Bacteriology 
Department.
Dr. Sinnott . . .
(continued from page 1)
Lecturer i-n Residence works both ways, 
and that he expects to gain a great deal 
from the University.
Dr. Sinnott’s talks here will not be 
confined to Biology specifically, but will 
include a much broader area, that of his 
personal philosophy. Through Biology he 
hopes to throw some light on the origin 
of mind, and psychological traits general­
ly-
To gain an appreciation- for Dr. S-m- 
nott and his philosophy it is urged that 
the student body take advantage of his 
presence here, and attend as many of 
his lectures as possible.
In a paper published in the “Journal 
of Bacteriology” the two University sci­
entists tell of their results in using a 
“membrane filter technique”. The new 
method is termed more efficient than that 
previously used. The research was sup­
ported by a grant from the national in­




New Proposal For 
Education Seniors
Final approval by the faculty will 
mark the beginning of a unique experi­
ment on the University campus. The 
new proposal would offer senior stu 
dents in the Liberal Arts college a 
special fourth year program in elemen­
tary education.
Under this plan the student will 
spend part of his time each day observ­
ing and part discussing in seminar. Ele­
ven weeks of such supervised teaching 
will be done in schools throughout the 
state. For this final year of study the 
student will receive 32 credits and a 
BA in education.
The Education Department hopes 
that by the fall of 1959 and estimated 25 
students can initiate this program. The 
concept of -three years of Liberal Arts 
study and a fourth of concentrated ed­
ucation would be the only one of its 
kind in application.
Tradition in New Hampshire has led 
to (the training of elementary teachers 
exclusively in -the two teachers colleges. 
The only exceptions to this have been 
summer sessions, extension courses, 
and -the completion of degrees for tea­
chers who have already completed pro­
grams in teachers’ colleges.
The reasons for such a program are 
many. Two of them are: Teachers’ Col­
leges can only supply a small per cent 
of the elementary teachers needed to 
efficiently educate our children in the 
lower grades and many upperclassmen 
find they are interested in elementary 
teaching after having spent most of 
their college time in general liberal arts.
The new program has already receiv­
ed the approval of the State Depart­
ment and State Board of Education, 
the New Hampshire Council of Tea­
cher Education, and locally by the Di­
vision of Teacher education and the 
Policy Committee of the College of 
Liberal Arts. I t was presented to  the 
faculty at a hearing last week.
National Grant Will 
Go To Building Fund
The University has received a grant 
of $15,000 from the Public Health Ser­
vice of the United States Department 
of Health, Education, and Welfare.
President Eldon Johnson states that 
the funds will be used to aid in the 
construction of the new “Life Science” 
building scheduled to start next spring 
on the Durham campus, and for some 
movable equipment for the building. 
The grant was made under provisions 
of the Health Research Facilities Act 
of 1956 which was set up “to assist in 
the construction of facilities for the 
conduct of research in -the sciences re­
lated to health . . .”.
On its completion, the UNH Life 
Science building will house the depart­
ments of bacteriology, zoology, and 
agricultural and biological chemistry.
In a letter to Dr. L.E. Burney, Pub­
lic Health Service Surgeon General, 
acknowledging the grant, President 
Johnson said, “This new facility for 
teaching and research purposes, costing 
a total of a little less than two million 
dollars, will be a tremendous asset to 
the University and to its efforts to im­
prove study and research in the biolo­
gical sciences.”
Approval of the grant was recom­
mended 'by the National Advisory 
Council oil Health Research Facilities.
More than 53 cents of each dollar of 
the net receipts of the 1958 March of 
Dimes will be spent for care of polio 




All eligible freshmen 
and upperclassmen inter­
ested in participating in 
Spring Track and Field 
events are invited to attend 
a meeting in the Field 
House on Monday, March 
10, at 4:30 p.m.
for Campus Wear
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ROBERT(ROLlfNS * 832 Broadway, N. Y .  3 • GRamercy 7-1802
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J i t t i n g . A
One Day Only
M ONDAY, MARCH 10
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 
M A IN  LOUNGE  
MEMORIAL U N IO N  BUILDING
Mexico City College
Spring Quarter .............................................  March 20 to June 5
Summer Session .......................................... June 23 to August 23
Short Summer Session .....................  June 23 to August 1
Latin American Workshop ................... July 1 to August 8
Anthropology Field Study:
Ancient Mexico ...................  June 23 to August 23
Fall Quarter ......................................... October 6 to December 19
A PP RO V ED  FOR VETER AN S
Information:
DEAN OF AD M ISSIO N S  
MEXICO  CITY COLLEGE 
MEXICO  10, D. F.
l ife E W  YORK UNIVERSITY
Communication Arts Group j
Announces j
THE GRADUATE INSTITUTE | 
OF BOOK PUBLISHING
•  Opens September, 1958
•  A full-year program designed to train men J 
and women of exceptional promise for
careers in the book industry. I
•  Academ ic study with outstanding lecturers
in literature, philosophy, and j
political science. |
•  Workshop courses with experts from  
the industry.
•  Apprentice training in New York book 
publishing houses. j
•  M.A. Degree
•  Limited to thirty students.
For 'in fo rm ation  and application write:
John Tebbel, D irector
Graduate Institute of Book  Pub lish in g
New York University
W ash ington  Square
New  York  3, N. Y.
FOR A CLOSER  
ELEC TR IC  SHAVE
Conditions beard; helps tauten skin, counteracts perspiration; 
makes it easy to get a clean, close shave. $1.10
before 
this
YARDLEY OF LONDON, in c .
Yardley products for America are created in England and finished in the U.S.A. from the original English 
formulae, combining imported and dome8tic ingredients. Yardley o f  London, Inc., 620 Fifth Avenue, N.Y.C.
